DERMAPLANING/
EPIDERMAL LEVELING
FACIAL

Removes fine facial hair, dead cell build-up and any surface dry scaly patches due to specific
dermatological conditions. Completed with extractions, mild chemical peel or enzyme treatment
depending on your skin sensitivity. Dermaplaning is a great add on to microdermabrasion. The
application of IS Clinical Vitamin C Super Serum, Moisturizer, ELTA MD a tinted SPF which also
doubles as a great make up primer, Glo Minerals power foundation and mineral concealer may be
applied.
NOTE; Your hair will grow back exactly the same color and thickness as it was previously…It is
simply that after the removal of the dead layer of skin and fine hair, your skin will appear much
brighter than you’ve after experienced. After re growth it may seem darker especially if the hair
removed was dark.
Dermaplaning is recommended every three to four weeks. Each time you get dermaplaned, you are
removing about two to three weeks worth of dead skin cells and fine facial hair that can trap in dirt
and oils.
WHO IS DERMAPLANING FOR?
Dermaplaning is recommended for all skin types except those with active acne. Your RN will
recommend an appropriate treatment to help clear acne prior to Dermaplaning. As always, discuss
any allergies or skin sensitivities before starting a treatment.
This is a great treatment if you are pregnant or nursing and want exfoliation without the risk of harsh
chemicals absorbing into the blood stream.

WHAT ARE THE SIDE EFFECTS OF DERMAPLANING?
Dermaplaning is a VERY relaxing procedure. After the treatment, your skin will be sensitive to sun
exposure and may look pink. A Spf will be applied. Always wear a broad-spectrum sunscreen with
SPF 30 or higher to reduce the risk of hyperpigmentation. Every season, NOT just the summer
months.
WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF DERMAPLANING?

You’ll immediately look more radiant with a more even skin tone and texture. All of your peach fuzz
will be gone, which is why first timers say their skin has never felt so soft. ALSO, dermaplaning allows
your make up to go on smoother and more even.
ALL TREATMENTS ARE CUSTOMIZED
COST: $135 Includes lymphatic massage with essential oils, any needed extractions, appropriate
chemical peel or enzyme treatment.
$140 - Add on CBD (cannabidiol) for stressed, inflamed, rosacea types.
$185 - MICRODERMABRASON & DERMAPLANING FACIAL

